Visitors attending the San Francisco World's Fair will have plenty of opportunity to play all the golf they desire. Both Ingleside and Crystal Springs golf courses are available throughout the duration of the Fair at the regular rates. In addition, a separate tournament will be held each month in the following classifications: pros, senior men, class 'A' and class 'B' competition for both men and women, and junior boys 18 years and under.

fund and that already a nice tidy sum of money has been loaned to the members in order to pull them through rainy-day sessions such as the last record breaking storm witnessed in the southern metropolis.

"We are confident of the fact that the Wilshire CC will feel very appreciative of the curtailment of this responsibility on their part, notwithstanding the fact that this rainy-day program must be carried on every winter and that it entails a great deal of detail in properly allocating the moneys, in collecting them later and in making the necessary records thereof.

"The only source of revenue to the Assn. is through the collection of dues from its members, through donations by individuals and by means of sweepstakes which the club might care to make periodically. Neither one of the latter have been solicited to date, however, but plans are under way to encourage a program for the raising of funds to be added to our present savings—this money to be used solely for the welfare of the boys as the board of directors of the Caddies' Assn. may see fit."

Invents Device to Teach Footwork

GUY Paulsen, well known and competent golf instructor, is inventor of a teaching device that a number of the authorities in instruction say is a most effective contrivance for facilitating learning correct footwork.

Paulsen's device is a platform on which is mounted two pedals. The left pedal is on a universal joint and tips into a depression in the platform. When the player swings, the performance of this pedal tends to give automatically an almost perfect pivot. The right shoe is adjustable for width of stance, and may be set for open, closed or square stance.

Hundreds of demonstrations of the device, by pros checking their own pivots, or by their pupils during instruction, have revealed the Paulsen invention will help tremendously in getting the player's feet acting in a manner to assure a proper pivot. Manufacturing arrangements are being effected. The device probably will sell for around $10.

This invention for getting across simply and effectively the pivot from the ground up, is one of the elements in a system of planned golf instruction that Paulsen has submitted to the PGA. The plan is an ingenious one based on the principle that coaching is the fundamental of golf pro value to a club. Paulsen works on the idea proposed sometime ago by Willie Ogg, and since adopted with success at several clubs, that club membership and annual charges should include a set fee for pro instruction available to all members of the club.

Pros interested in further details of the Paulsen instruction device may secure desired information by writing Guy Paulsen at the Augusta National GC, Augusta, Ga.

Official publication of the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce, Future, gives some interesting facts regarding sports and hobbies of the organization's 100,000 young business and professional men. Golf is tops in sports preference with a rating of 31.5%. Hunting is next most popular with a percentage of 18; tennis is third with 17.5% and fishing fourth with 13.2%. Swimming got last place in the list of physical tastes. It had a rating of 5.5%.

Amateur photography took first place in the list of hobby preferences. Music and books tied for the next most popular hobby.